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even by the most vigorous peoples has been at best a slo\v
process Indeed it was not until the white man appeared
with his infinitely better equipment that the forest gave way
at all perceptibly before man s onset
Good descriptions of the equatorial forest are plentiful and
the following passage will help to form a picture of jungle
conditions
In these immense forests of the tropical rainy regions the decay
of vegetable matter during countless ages has ennched the soil to a
depth of man} feet, and from it has sprung a marvellous tangle of
vegetation Huge trees shrubs bushes underwood thorns and
trailing vines all struggle to reach the light Trees with lateral
branches are rarely seen but instead they shoot up straight and
smooth for a hundred feet before branching out into a large cabbage
like top Ferns mosses ofchids and other parasitic plants cover
the trees from top to bottom Immense rope like vines passing
from tree to tree up and down some of them 600 feet long bind
the jungle in one big tangle Orchid plants abound on every side,
but to the observer on the ground their blossoms like other flowers
are conspicuous by their absence When the tropical jungle is
examined from an aeroplane its beauty and wonderful colours would
be seen in their full glory because the tops of the trees are often
ablaze with blossoms (C Wells )
These forests are very extensive and rich in tree types
and more than 4000 species have already been named
throughout the archipelago Comparatively few however
are of any economic importance The great bulk of the
forest is composed of one family the trees of which support
as it were the roof of the forest Many smaller speaes
which manage to thrive m the shade compose the several
lower stones and below all these nots the undergrowth
Most of the trees are hardwoods and many yield products
of great importance such as resin and gutta percha The
rotan usually spelled rattan or climbing palm yields a
product that used to be familiar m schools No extensive

